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Many languages exploit phonemic quantity oppositions in vowels, consonants or both. However, typological classification of languages into those that distinguish long and short vowels (e.g., Czech), those that differentiate between geminate (long) and singleton (short) consonants (e.g., Italian) or both (e.g., Finnish) are challenged by measurements of segmental duration in a broader spectrum of languages. German varieties illustrate some aspects of the complexity in phonemic analyses, acoustic measures, and their interaction. For German and Austrian standard German, both quantity and quality contribute to a vocalic tense/lax opposition (albeit differently; [1] for Austrian, [2] for German), Swiss German varieties are variously classified as having a singleton/geminate [3] or a fortis/lenis opposition in consonants (next to aspirated [4] and extrafortis stops [5]), while Bavarian German is controversially analyzed as having fortis and lenis obstruents that may [6] or may not [7] predict vowel length. In addition to the terminological variation, the omnipresent phonetic variation can further complicate classification. Our own measurements show that the two sets of unaspirated stops in Bavarian German – fortis (e.g. *bitter* [ˈbɪtɐ] ‘bitter’ with a long intervocalic closure phase) and lenis (e.g. *bieder* [ˈbiː.ɐ] ‘staid’ with a short intervocalic closure phase) – are implemented phonetically by some speakers with a more pronounced contrast in closure duration than two comparable sets of unaspirated stops in Lombard Italian usually referred to as geminates (e.g. *fatto* [ˈfɑː.to] ‘fact’) and singletons (e.g. *fato* [ˈfaː.to] ‘fate’). Both varieties also feature a clear pattern of complementary length according to which long (fortis) consonants are always preceded by vowels of significantly shorter duration and vice versa [6, 7]. This, too, makes the division between vowel or consonant quantity languages less clear-cut.

Such results pose questions regarding the typology of quantity, the phonetic nature of ‘good’ or ‘true’ quantity oppositions and normalization methods, particularly in cross-linguistic comparisons. While some of the observed synchronic variation may be linked to speaker- and language-dependent differences in speech rhythm [8], articulation rate [9] or articulatory timing [10], and therefore call for relational measures in typological takes on quantity [11], other forms of variation – potentially masked by normalization – may be indicative of a diachronic change in progress [12]. The timing systems of German varieties have been [13] and still are in a state of flux as suggested among others by diachronic changes in the timing of vowel+consonant sequences [14, 15]. This in turn has a potential impact on the prosodic system of these varieties (e.g. in terms of the rhythm-class hypothesis [8]) and on their typological classification [16, 17]. However, in order to better understand diachronic variation in progress and its implications for typology, we need to better understand the synchronic variation on which diachronic accounts are based on (e.g. in the apparent-time construct [12]).

In this talk I will present descriptive phonetic and theoretical accounts of vocalic and consonantal quantity on which many typologies are based on as well as length related phonological processes – some of which are seen as driving forces of sound change (e.g. [13]) – in tandem with experimental-phonetic results from larger-scale cross-linguistic laboratory-phonological analyses of German varieties and other languages. While some of the variation found in the analyzed data at the group level have implications for typological classification, other forms of variation point to diachronic change via lexical diffusion [18] and to change through a reordering of acoustic cues to a quantity contrast (possibly through the process of enhancement [19]). Finally, I will present results from agent-based modelling that support the view of diachronic change being largely the result of phonetic biases in synchronic variation [20].


